Glucose transporter expression and regulation following a fast in the ruby-throated hummingbird, Archilochus colubris
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ABSTRACT
Hummingbirds, subsisting almost exclusively on nectar sugar, face extreme challenges to blood sugar regulation. The capacity for transmembrane sugar transport is mediated by the activity of facilitative glucose transporters (GLUTs) and their localisation to the plasma membrane (PM). In this study, we determined the relative protein abundance of GLUT1, GLUT2, GLUT3 and GLUT5 via immunoblot using custom-designed antibodies in whole-tissue homogenates and PM fractions of flight muscle, heart and liver of ruby-throated hummingbirds (Archilochus colubris). The GLUTs examined were detected in nearly all tissues tested. Hepatic GLUT1 was minimally present in whole-tissue homogenates and absent win PM fractions. GLUT5 was expressed in flight muscles at levels comparable to those of the liver, consistent with the hypothesised uniquely high fructose uptake and oxidation capacity of hummingbird flight muscles. To assess GLUT regulation, we fed ruby-throated hummingbirds 1 mol l−1 sucrose ad libitum for 24 h followed by either 1 h of fasting or continued feeding until sampling. We measured relative GLUT abundance and concentration of circulating sugars. Blood fructose concentration in fasted hummingbirds declined (∼5 mmol l−1 to ∼0.18 mmol l−1), while fructose-transporting GLUT2 and GLUT5 abundance did not change in PM fractions. Blood glucose concentrations remained elevated in fed and fasted hummingbirds (∼30 mmol l−1), while glucose-transporting GLUT1 and GLUT3 in flight muscle and liver PM fractions, respectively, declined in fasted birds. Our results suggest that glucose uptake capacity is dynamically reduced in response to fasting, allowing for maintenance of elevated blood glucose levels, while fructose uptake capacity remains constitutively elevated promoting depletion of blood total fructose within the first hour of a fast.
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INTRODUCTION
Hummingbirds primarily subsist on a diet of floral nectar high in sucrose, glucose and fructose (del Rio et al., 1992). They are capable of oxidising glucose, fructose or both to power their characteristic hovering behaviour (Chen and Welch, 2014). When blood sugar concentrations are elevated, hummingbirds rely exclusively on these exogenous sugars to fuel nearly all the metabolic needs of their active cells (Welch et al., 2018). As such, they exhibit remarkable adaptations that enhance the capacity for immediate rapid uptake and metabolism and the long-term storage of these sugars (Price et al., 2015; Welch et al., 2018). As they enter circulation, a proportion of ingested sugars are incorporated into hummingbirds’ fat stores through de novo lipogenesis by their liver (Suarez et al., 1988). When hummingbirds enter periods of hypoglycaemia, such as sleeping or fasted states, the entirety of their metabolic fuel source switches from circulating sugars to triglycerides derived from these fatty-acid stores (Eberts et al., 2019; Suarez et al., 1990). This switch is rapid, and a transition back to sugar metabolism occurs within a few minutes of sugar ingestion (Suarez and Welch, 2017). Furthermore, the switch from reliance on lipid oxidation to carbohydrate oxidation is nearly complete, such that mixed fuel use does not occur for very long in hummingbirds with access to sufficient floral nectar (Welch et al., 2018).

Hummingbird digestive physiology, much like that of other flying nectarivores such as bats, facilitates rapid sugar transport across the intestinal lumen and into circulation (Karasov, 2017; Rodriguez-Peña et al., 2016). A high cardiac output and capillary to muscle fibre ratio ensures high transport capacity of sugars to the site of active cells (Mathieu-Costello et al., 1992; Suarez, 1992). Sugars are then facilitatively imported across the plasma membrane (PM) and enter into active cells (Suarez and Welch, 2011). In vitro studies of hummingbird muscle cells have demonstrated that the phosphorylation capacity of cytosolic kinases for glucose appears sufficient in providing energy for sustained hovering, although this may not be true for fructose (Myrka and Welch, 2018). As both delivery to muscle cells and phosphorylation of glucose within them operate at rates near the theoretical maximum in vertebrates (Suarez et al., 1988; Suarez and Welch, 2017), it is likely that regulation at the site of import itself exerts a great deal of control over flux through the entirety of the sugar oxidation cascade. Along with delivery and phosphorylation, the sugar import step is a rate-limiting process in the paradigm outlined by Wasserman et al. (2011). It is nearly entirely dependent on the presence and distribution of active glucose transporters (GLUTs) (Wasserman, 2009). These proteins are a family of transmembrane solute transporters (Mueckler and Thorens, 2013). While expression of certain GLUT isoforms has been demonstrated in a variety of avian species (Coudert et al., 2018; Hussar et al., 2019; Sweazea and Braun, 2006), including hummingbirds (Myrka and Welch, 2018; Welch et al., 2013), the study of avian GLUT regulation has been limited to cell-based approaches (Steane et al., 1998; Wagstaff and White, 1995; Yamada et al., 1983). In this study, we further characterised GLUT isoform expression and sought to understand in vivo GLUT regulation in hummingbirds.
In mammals, GLUT3 and GLUT1 show the highest affinity for glucose (Yamada et al., 1983). Despite this, the literature on mammalian GLUT isoforms is not fully understood (Byers et al., 2018; Suarez and Welch, 2011; Sweazea and Braun, 2006). It is known that chicken GLUT1 and GLUT3 share sequence homologies of ~80% and ~70%, respectively, with human GLUTs, but other isoforms such as GLUT2 and GLUT5 only share ~65% and ~64% sequence homology (calculated via NCBI BLAST (Boratyn et al., 2012); summarised in Table S6). It is also clear that GLUTs are regulated very differently in each class of animal (Wagstaff and White, 1995; summarised in Table S6). Importantly, it is only when GLUT isoforms are expressed and active in the PM that transmembrane sugar transport can occur from the blood into the active cell (Guma et al., 1995; Wasserman, 2009; Yamada et al., 1983). In mammals, GLUT4 translocation to the PM by insulin stimulation following feeding is known to recruit other GLUT isoforms to the PM as well, increasing the sugar import rate into active cells (Guma et al., 1995). Hummingbirds (Welch et al., 2013), much like chickens (Byers et al., 2018), do not express transcript or protein of the insulin-sensitive GLUT4 isoform. Chicken insulin levels do not significantly change with dietary status (Honda et al., 2012), and this is presumably also true in hummingbirds. Further, circulating insulin does not significantly increase sugar import in chicken muscles (Chen, 1945), though it may in the liver (Dupont, 2009; Zhang et al., 2013). Lastly, and unlike mammals, hummingbirds have limited intramuscular glycogen stores (Suarez et al., 1990), and therefore rely on newly imported sugars from circulation for carbohydrate oxidation (Welch et al., 2018). Despite missing critical elements of the insulin–GLUT4 pathway, fed hummingbirds utilise circulating sugars, when available, at very high rates to meet their metabolic demands (Suarez and Welch, 2017).

GLUT4 pathway, fed hummingbirds utilise circulating sugars for carbohydrate oxidation (Welch et al., 2013). As GLUT2 plays a stronger role in enteric (Karasov, 2017) and hepatic (Mueckler and Thorens, 2013) sugar transport, we predicted that its abundance would be limited in muscles and more predominantly found in the liver. In mammals, GLUT3 is observed in close association with GLUT1 (Simpson et al., 2008) and may function as a replacement for GLUT4 in certain muscle developmental stages (Klip et al., 1996). We expected to detect GLUT3 in tissues also expressing GLUT1. We also expected to find GLUT5 in both the liver and muscles, as hummingbird muscles are capable of supporting hovering flight on fructose-only meals (Chen and Welch, 2014). To further characterise the regulatory aspects of hummingbird GLUTs, we compared the abundance of GLUT1, GLUT2, GLUT3 and GLUT5 in the PM of fed and fasted hummingbirds. We also measured levels of circulating glucose and fructose in these birds. Based on previous measurements of hummingbird blood glucose (Beuchat and Chong, 1998), we expected to see high blood glucose concentrations (~40 mmol l⁻¹) in the fed condition and lower levels in the fasted condition (~15–25 mmol l⁻¹). Measurements of hummingbird blood fructose concentrations have not previously been made. However, similar to frugivorous bats (Keegan, 1977), we predicted blood fructose concentrations in fed hummingbirds to be ~5–10 mmol l⁻¹ and ~0 mmol l⁻¹ in fasted hummingbirds. Given the rapid switching between glucose or fructose oxidation and oxidation of lipid stores in fed versus fasting hummingbirds, we expected a greater abundance of PM GLUT1, PM GLUT2 and PM GLUT5 in flight muscle and liver of fasted hummingbirds. Finally, we expected little difference between GLUT2 abundance in the PM of tissue from fed and fasted hummingbirds.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animal use and ethics statement**

This study was approved and performed adhering to the requirements of the University of Toronto Laboratory Animal Care Committee and the Canadian Council on Animal Care. Twelve adult male ruby-throated hummingbirds, Archilochus colubris (Linnaeus 1758), were captured in the early summer at the University of Toronto Scarborough (UTSC) using modified box traps and housed individually in Eurocages (orners Ltd, Kalamazoo, MI, USA) in the UTSC vivarium under a 12 h:12 h light:dark cycle. They were provided with perches and fed on a maintenance diet of NEKTON-Nectar-Plus (Keltern, Germany) for 2–3 months until the start of the experiment. All hummingbirds were provided with ~33% sucrose solution for 24 h prior to the experiment. Birds were divided into a fed group (n=6), which was provided with ad libitum 1 mol l⁻¹ sucrose solution up to sampling, beginning at 10:00 h, and a fasted group (n=6), which was deprived of any food for a 1 h duration prior to the 10:00 h sample collection. To minimize interindividual variation in activity level and energy expenditure, birds from both treatment groups were held in small glass jars, perched on wooden dowels, in which they were constrained from flying for the duration of the 1 h fast. Respirometry measurements by Chen and Welch (2014) have previously shown that this is sufficient time for the fasted hummingbirds to shift from using circulating sugars to using fats to fuel metabolism. Fed hummingbirds will continue to exclusively metabolise sugars. Hummingbirds were then anaesthetised with isoflurane inhalation and killed via decapitation.
All tissues were stored at −80°C. Flight muscle (the pectoralis and supracoracoideus muscles), heart and liver were extracted and frozen with isopentane cooled with liquid nitrogen. All tissues were stored at −80°C.

Circulating sugar and metabolite analysis
Plasma samples were sent to the Metabolomics Innovation Centre (TMIC) at the University of Victoria (Victoria, BC, Canada) to be analysed via service 45 (absolute quantification of central carbon metabolism metabolites and fructose: https://www.metabolomicscentre.ca/service/45). Quantification of glucose and fructose concentrations in plasma samples was achieved via chemical derivatization – liquid chromatography–multiple reaction monitoring/mass spectrometry (LC-MRM/MS) following a protocol outlined by Han et al. (2016). Quantification of central carbon metabolites (organic acids; lactate and pyruvate) of flight muscle was done via the protocol outlined by Han et al. (2013).

Generation of mammalian expression plasmids encoding A. colubris GLUT1, GLUT2, GLUT3 and GLUT5
The cDNA encoding A. colubris GLUT1 (NCBI accession number MT472837), GLUT2 (MT472838), GLUT3 (MT472839) and GLUT5 (MT472840) were synthesized by GenScript based on the full-length mRNA sequences derived from our previously published RNA sequencing data (Workman et al., 2018). The 5′ epistope tag (encoding the peptide GKPIPNPLLGLDST) was inserted at the 3′ end of each cDNA immediately after the last coding amino acid. All epistope-tagged cDNA sequences were cloned into the EcoRI restriction site of the mammalian expression vector pcDNA3.1 (+) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). All expression plasmids were verified by DNA sequencing.

Specificity immunobLOTS
SDS-PAGE was run on cell lysates of HEK293T cells transiently transfected, using lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen), with hummingbird GLUT1, GLUT2, GLUT3 or GLUT5 (acGLUT1, acGLUT2, acGLUT3 or acGLUT5) expression vectors, all containing a V5 tag. Cell lysates produced using RIPA buffer (50 mmol l⁻¹ Tris-HCl, pH 7.4; 150 mmol l⁻¹ NaCl; 1 mmol l⁻¹ EDTA; 1% Triton X100; 0.25% deoxycholate) supplemented with protease and a phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA, USA; and Roche, Basel, Switzerland, respectively). Each lysate was confirmed to express the appropriate recombinant protein at the expected size using an anti-V5 antibody produced in rabbit (Sigma V8137). Isoform specificity was tested via immunoblotting all cell lysates (empty vector control, acGLUT1, acGLUT2, acGLUT3 and acGLUT5) with each novel acGLUT antibody and observing GLUT protein signal overlap; none was observed. Briefly, each immunoblot lane represents a cell lysate produced from an entire well of a 6-well cell culture dish (Thermo Scientific, Nunc). Lysates were diluted with SDS loading dye (final concentration: 50 mmol l⁻¹ Tris-HCl, pH 7.4; 2% SDS, 6% glycerol, 1% 2-ME and 0.01% Bromophenol Blue) and not boiled. An equal volume of each lysate was added to the designated lane on a 12% polyacrylamide gel (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA) and separated by electrophoresis. The BioRad Trans-Blot Turbo semidry system was used to transfer protein onto PVDF membranes. Blots were blocked in 5% non-fat milk in phosphate-buffered saline with Tween 20 (PBST) and exposed to primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. After washing, blots were exposed to HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (Anti-Rabbit IgG, 7074S, Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA) for 1 h at room temperature and developed in ECL (Amersham ECL Select; GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA). Bands were visualized with the MultImage III FluorChem Q (Alpha Innotech, San Leandro, CA, USA). Primary antibodies were diluted 1:1000 in PBST+0.02% sodium azide. The secondary antibody was diluted 1:10,000 in PBST+0.02% sodium azide.

Tissue sample preparation
Each tissue sample underwent either a plasma membrane fractionation protocol, established by Yamamoto et al. (2016) and slightly modified by replacing NP-40 (nonidet P-40) with Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) to obtain only PM proteins, or a radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer (RIPA) homogenisation (part of the same protocol) to obtain all proteins contained in a whole cell. PM fractionation used different detergent concentrations (0.1%, 1%, 2%) in the homogenisation buffers to solubilise proteins and create protein–detergent complexes depending on whether they are in the hydrophilic (cytosolic) domain or the hydrophobic (PM) domain.

Buffer composition
Buffer A01 (0.5 mol l⁻¹ DTT, ddH₂O and 0.1% v/v Triton X-100), A1 (0.5 mol l⁻¹ DTT, ddH₂O and 1% v/v Triton X-100) and 2× RIPA (20 mmol l⁻¹ Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 300 mmol l⁻¹ NaCl, 2% v/v Triton X-100, 1% w/v sodium deoxycholate, 0.2% w/v sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 1 mmol l⁻¹ DTT) were prepared. All reagents were cooled to 4°C before homogenisation and included Sigma P8340 protease inhibitor cocktail.

Homogenisation and plasma membrane fractionation
A 20 mg piece of flight muscle, liver or heart was cut on a cold aluminium block and immediately placed in an ice-bath. The tissue was minced in buffer A01 with scissors and homogenised using a VWR (Mississauga, ON, Canada) handheld pestle homogenizer (BELAF65000000). The homogenate was passed through a 21 gauge needle 3 times to liberate nuclear and intracellular proteins. An aliquot of the homogenate was left on ice for 60 min in 2× RIPA buffer. This whole-tissue RIPA fraction was then centrifuged at 12,000 g for 20 min at 4°C, allowing proteins to be solubilised. The supernatant was collected and stored at −80°C as the whole-tissue homogenate. The remainder of the tissue homogenate was centrifuged at 200 g for 1 min at 4°C. The upper phase was set aside, and 90 µl of buffer A01 was added to the lower phase, which was homogenised for 10 s. The lower phase was centrifuged at 200 g for 1 min and added to the tube containing the upper phase. The combined phases were centrifuged at 750 g for 10 min. The
supernatant consisting of non-PM proteins was removed. The remainder of the protein–detergent complex pellet was resuspended with buffer A1 and kept on ice for 60 min. After centrifugation at 12,000 g for 20 min, the supernatant containing only PM-associated proteins was collected as the PM fraction.

**SDS-PAGE**

Gels (10% resolving, 4% stacking) were cast using a 15-well comb and AA-Hoefer Gel Caster apparatus (10% resolving gel: 33% 30% acrylamide/bisacrylamide (37:1:1), 33% separating gel buffer (1.5 mol l⁻¹ Tris Cl, 0.4% SDS), 55% ddH₂O, 0.65% ammonium persulfate (APS), 5.5% TEMED; 4% stacking gel: 13.4% acrylamide/bisacrylamide (37:1:1), 9.3% stacking gel buffer (0.5 mol l⁻¹ Tris Cl, 0.4% SDS), 33% ddH₂O, 0.06% APS, 3.3% TEMED). Samples were incubated in a 1:1 (w/v) ratio of 2× sample buffer (0.2 mol l⁻¹ DTT, BioRad Laemmli Sample Buffer #1610737) at room temperature for 20 min. The AA-Hoefer SE600 Vertical Gel Electrophoresis apparatus was set up with 61 running buffer (10% BioRad 10× Tris/Glycine/SDS #1610732, 90% ddH₂O). The gel was run at 90 V for 20 min and 110 V for another 75 min with power supplied from an AA-Hoefer PS200HC Power Unit.

**Electroblotting and immunoblotting**

The SDS-PAGE gel was transferred to 0.45 µm pore nitrocellulose (NC) membrane (GE Life Sciences #10660003 Protran Premium 0.45 NC) using an AA-Hoefer TE22 Mighty Small Transfer unit at 110 V for 90 min with water cooling and immersion in an ice bath. The transfer buffer consisted of 192 mmol l⁻¹ Tris, 0.00031% SDS, 20% methanol. To normalise, a total-protein stain, SYPRO Ruby Red Blot (BioRad #1703127), was used and imaged on a BioRad PharoFX Molecular Imager (#1709460) using a 532 nm laser and captured with a 600–630 nm bandpass filter. The membranes were incubated with primary antibody overnight at the following dilutions in PBST: ab-GLUT1 1:250, ab-GLUT2 1:2000, ab-GLUT3 1:2000, ab-GLUT5 1:500. Membranes were then incubated with anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibody (Cell Signalling Technology #7074) at 1:1000 dilution with PBST. Finally, Pierce Electrochemiluminescent Reagent (Pierce 32106) was used to fluoresce conjugates, which were imaged using a BioRad Chemidock XRS+ Gel Imager.

**PM fraction purity**

To validate the separation of PM proteins from cytosolic proteins, commercially available control antibodies were used that were validated by the manufacturer for cross-reactivity in chickens. Known PM-residing and cytosol-residing proteins were targeted and their abundance was used to assess the degree of PM fractionation in flight muscle, liver and heart samples. The membranes were incubated at 1:1000 dilution for 90 min at room temperature and included antibodies for (1) E-cadherin (Cell Signalling Tech. 24E10), (2) Na⁺/K⁺-ATPase (Cell Signalling Tech. 3010), (3) glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) (Cell Signalling Tech. 14C10) and (4) fatty acid translocase (FAT) (Abgent AP2883c) (summarised in Table S2).

**Western blot band normalisation**

GLUT protein molecular weights were predicted using ExPASy (Gasteiger et al., 2005). Protein quantification was done with a Pierce 660 nm assay. Five micrograms of sample protein was loaded into each well of the polycrylamide gel, and was compared with wells containing visible protein ladder (Sigma 26616). The antibody staining intensity of each Western blot sample was normalised to its corresponding total-protein stain intensity using BioRad ImageLab software. Background subtraction was applied to the total protein stain in a lane-wise fashion, while no background subtraction was applied to the antibody staining intensity. Fluorescence intensity for the total-protein stain was measured using 30% of the lane width as per the recommendation of Gassmann et al. (2009). The antibody stain was measured using a fixed lane width comprising the entire lane. Normalised molecular weights were recorded.

**Statistical analysis**

A Student’s t-test was performed for the sugar and metabolite concentrations between fed and fasted hummingbirds. We evaluated variation in isoform intensity data for each GLUT by creating linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) in R statistical language (version 3.6.1, r-project.org) using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) for GLUT isoform fluorescence intensity data. We compared relative GLUT1, GLUT2, GLUT3 and GLUT5 abundance among tissues, and between fed and fasted individuals using a fully factorial design. Assumptions of residual normality were checked through visual inspection of the quantile–quantile (Q–Q) plot, a frequency histogram, and the Shapiro–Wilk normality test. When necessary, model parameters were transformed by a chosen function (the details of which are presented in Results, below) resulting in the greatest homoscedasticity. The data were fitted using the formula Fluorescence intensity~Treatment×Tissue+Blot, which outperformed more simplified models, as indicated by AICc (Akaike information criterion corrected for small sample sizes), the details of which are presented in Table S5. To account for the contribution of blot-to-blot variation, individual blots were treated as random effects (represented as Blot in the formula). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the model parameters to determine the significance of any interactions. Post hoc analysis was performed using the emmeans package (https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=emmeans) within R software to determine group means and standard error. Pairwise comparison was performed to determine statistical significance of groups using the Tukey HSD method with the contrast function from the emmeans package. All data are presented as means±s.e.m.

**RESULTS**

**Circulating sugars and metabolites of fed and fasted hummingbirds**

Overall, plasma samples demonstrated a significant difference for only blood fructose concentration (t₉,₀=−17.2, P=0.001), which was higher in fed hummingbirds (5.34±0.2 mmol l⁻¹) than in fasted hummingbirds (0.21±0.1 mmol l⁻¹). Glucose concentration in fed hummingbirds (30.04±2.0 mmol l⁻¹) remained similarly elevated in fasted hummingbirds (29.67±1.5 mmol l⁻¹). Flight muscle homogenates indicated that lactate concentration in fed individuals (4.31±1.3 mmol l⁻¹) was slightly lower than in fasted birds (6.35±0.9 mmol l⁻¹), although this was not a significant difference. Likewise, pyruvate concentration in fed hummingbirds (0.21±0.03 mmol l⁻¹) remained elevated in fasted hummingbirds (0.22±0.01 mmol l⁻¹). These results are summarised in Fig. 1.

**Antibody specificity and GLUT detection**

Antibodies showed a high degree of specificity for their isoform in immunoblots of HEK293 cell lysates (Table S3). In hummingbird tissue, GLUT proteins were identified by band molecular weights, and were, with one exception, present in both PM fractions and whole-tissue homogenates following PM fractionation (Table S1).
GLUT1, GLUT2, GLUT3 and GLUT5 were detected in whole-tissue homogenates of flight muscle and heart of ruby-throated hummingbirds, as well as in PM fractions. GLUT1 in liver whole-tissue homogenates was minimally detected and was not detected at all in liver PM fractions. GLUT1, GLUT2 and GLUT5 were detected at approximately their expected molecular weights in all tissues. GLUT3 was detected at a size slightly larger than predicted.

Relative GLUT abundance

GLUT1
Flight muscle whole-tissue homogenates, regardless of treatment, had a similar GLUT1 abundance to heart whole-tissue homogenates. However, flight muscle whole-tissue homogenates had significantly greater GLUT1 abundance compared with liver whole-tissue homogenates in both fed (flight muscle/liver ratio: 4.75±1.27, t3.02=4.54, P=0.040) and fasted (flight muscle/liver ratio: 5.76±1.54, t1.02=4.28, P=0.046) individuals. These results are summarised in Table 3 and Fig. 2A. Fasting treatment had a significant effect on GLUT1 abundance in whole-tissue homogenates (F1,13=7.99, P=0.014). Post hoc analysis, however, revealed that only flight muscle whole-tissue GLUT1 abundance was significantly lower in fasted hummingbirds (fasted/fed ratio: 0.73±0.09, t13=2.63, P=0.021) (Table 1; Fig. S1).

With respect to PM fractions, we observed a significant effect of tissue (F1,3.78=24, P=0.009) and the interaction of tissue and treatment (F1,13.02=17.03, P=0.012). Multiple comparisons revealed that the relative abundance of PM GLUT1 was >2-fold higher in flight muscle PM fractions compared with heart PM fractions only in the fed condition (fed flight muscle/fed heart ratio: 4.87±1.31, t4.68=5.89, P=0.009). These results are summarised in Table 4 and Fig. 2B. Additionally, PM GLUT1 abundance was significantly lower in flight muscle PM fractions of fasted hummingbirds (fasted/fed ratio: 0.61±0.06, t13=4.66, P=0.002) (Table 2; Fig. S2).

GLUT2
No significant difference was observed among whole-tissue homogenates in their relative GLUT2 abundance regardless of treatment (Table 3). However, a significant effect of fasting treatment was observed among whole-tissue homogenates (F1,11=6.22, P=0.029). Multiple comparisons revealed that only flight muscle whole-tissue homogenates had a significantly lower relative GLUT2 abundance in fasted hummingbirds (fasted/fed ratio: 0.54±0.08, t14.5=2.63, P=0.019). Heart whole-tissue homogenates and liver whole-tissue homogenates did not show a significant difference in GLUT2 abundance with fasting treatment (Table 1 and Fig. 3A).

GLUT3 and GLUT5 were detected at approximately their expected molecular weights in all tissues. GLUT3 was detected at a size slightly larger than predicted.
PM fractions did not show any significant difference among tissues, treatment, or the interaction of tissue and treatment for GLUT2 relative abundance (Tables 2, 4, and Fig. 3B).

GLUT3

Relative GLUT3 abundance among whole-tissue homogenates was similar regardless of treatment with one exception: liver whole-tissue homogenates had significantly greater GLUT3 abundance compared with heart in fed individuals (fed liver/fed heart ratio: 2.46±0.46, t_{16}=4.54, P<0.004) (Table 2). No significant difference was observed among tissues within the treatment condition. The fasting treatment significantly affected the whole-tissue relative abundance of GLUT3 (F_{1,16}=17.08, P<0.002). Post hoc analysis revealed that both flight muscle whole-tissue homogenates (fasted/fed ratio: 0.68±0.09, t_{2,4}=2.61, P=0.015) and liver whole-tissue homogenates (fasted/fed ratio: 0.58±0.09, t_{2,4}=4.58, P=0.0001) had significantly less GLUT3 in fasted individuals. No significant difference was observed in the GLUT3 relative abundance of heart whole-tissue homogenates (Table 1 and Fig. 4A).

Table 1. Relative whole-tissue abundance of GLUT1, GLUT2, GLUT3 and GLUT5 in flight muscle, heart and liver of fed and fasted hummingbirds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Whole-tissue homogenate</th>
<th>MW (kDa)</th>
<th>Fasted/fed ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flight muscle</td>
<td>Heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLUT1</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>0.73±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.81±0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=6, 6</td>
<td>n=2, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLUT2</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>0.54±0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.75±0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=4, 4</td>
<td>n=2, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLUT3</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>0.68±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.82±0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=4, 4</td>
<td>n=2, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLUT5</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>1.11±0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.82±0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=4, 4</td>
<td>n=2, 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GLUT5

Among whole-tissue homogenates, no significant effect of tissue or treatment, or their interaction, was observed for the relative abundance of GLUT5. Regardless of treatment, GLUT5 relative abundance did not differ significantly between whole-tissue homogenates (Tables 1, 3, Fig. 5A).

Within PM fractions, GLUT5 did not show any significant effect with tissue, treatment or their interaction. No significant effect was observed in the PM fraction of any tissue with fasting treatment (Table 2, Fig. 5B).

Table 2. Relative PM abundance of GLUT1, GLUT2, GLUT3 and GLUT5 in flight muscle, heart, and liver of fed and fasted hummingbirds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plasma membrane fraction</th>
<th>MW (kDa)</th>
<th>Fasted/fed ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flight muscle</td>
<td>Heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLUT1</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>0.61±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.20±0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=6, 6</td>
<td>n=4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLUT2</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>0.81±0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.06±0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=4, 4</td>
<td>n=5, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLUT3</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>0.90±0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.99±0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=4, 4</td>
<td>n=5, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLUT5</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>0.17±0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.13±0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=4, 4</td>
<td>n=5, 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In PM fractions, a significant effect of the fasting treatment was observed on the relative GLUT3 abundance (F_{1,16}=13.13, P<0.002). Through post hoc analysis, we observed that GLUT3 relative abundance was significantly lower only in liver PM fractions of fasted hummingbirds (fasted/fed ratio: 0.58±0.14, t_{16}=4.54, P<0.004) (Table 2). No significant difference was observed among tissues; however, the interaction of tissue and treatment was significant (F_{2,16}=6.46, P=0.009) (Table 4).

GLUT5

Among whole-tissue homogenates, no significant effect of tissue or treatment, or their interaction, was observed for the relative abundance of GLUT5. Regardless of treatment, GLUT5 relative abundance did not differ significantly between whole-tissue homogenates (Tables 1, 3, Fig. 5A).

Within PM fractions, GLUT5 did not show any significant effect with tissue, treatment or their interaction. No significant effect was observed in the PM fraction of any tissue with fasting treatment (Table 2, Fig. 5B).
Regardless of treatment, no significant difference was observed in the relative PM GLUT5 abundance among tissues (Table 4).

**DISCUSSION**

Following a 1 h treatment period, hummingbirds that were fasted (n=5) had significantly lower blood fructose concentration (~0 mmol l\(^{-1}\)) than those that continued to feed (~5 mmol l\(^{-1}\)) (n=6) (Fig. 1). As this is the first report of blood fructose concentrations in hummingbirds, it is useful to compare our results against available data from other vertebrates that specialise on sugar-rich food sources. In frugivorous bats, such as the Egyptian fruit bat (Rousettus aegyptiacus), blood fructose concentrations rapidly rose from near-zero to ~11 mmol l\(^{-1}\) following a fructose-only meal (Keegan, 1977). Blood fructose concentration of rats from the same study, representing non-sugar specialists, rose from zero to only ~0.5 mmol l\(^{-1}\), taking approximately 6 times longer than the bats to reach this peak (Keegan, 1977). Egyptian fruit bats, much like hummingbirds, have also been shown to rapidly incorporate fructose into their pool of metabolisable substrates (Keegan, 1977). Similarly, in the nectarivorous Pallas’s long-tongued bat (Glossophaga soricina), the fraction of expired CO\(_2\) supported by labelled carbons (\(f_{\text{ex}}\)) from a fructose meal took ~9 min to reach 50% (Voigt and Speakman, 2007) while it took ruby-throated hummingbirds ~14 min (Chen and Welch, 2014). In this study, we also observed relatively high blood fructose concentrations in fed hummingbirds followed by presumably rapid depletion to near-zero within an hour of fasting (Fig. 1). We further observed a slightly higher lactate concentration in fasted hummingbirds, although not significantly so (Fig. 1), suggesting elevated fructolytic pathway activity (Dekker et al., 2010). These results indicate a rapid depletion of circulating fructose levels and may imply the rapid incorporation of recently ingested fructose into the pool of metabolizable substrates in hummingbirds entering a fast.

In contrast, circulating concentrations of glucose were, as expected, high in fed hummingbirds (30.0±2.03 mmol l\(^{-1}\)). However, they remained elevated in fasted hummingbirds (29.67±1.25 mmol l\(^{-1}\)). This is slightly different from our predictions based on previous measurements by Beuchat and Chong (1998), who observed a range of lower blood glucose concentrations (19–29 mmol l\(^{-1}\)) in Anna’s hummingbirds (Calypte anna) and Costa’s hummingbirds (Calypte costae) after 1 h of fasting. This discrepancy may partially be explained by differences in ingestion rates of sugars. McWhorter and Martinez del Rio (2000) demonstrated that sugar ingestion rate in broad-tailed hummingbirds (Selasphorus platycercus) is negatively correlated with the concentration of sugar found in a meal. While Beuchat and Chong (1998) provided their hummingbirds with ~25% sucrose solution, ours was closer to ~33% sucrose. Furthermore, Beuchat et al. (1979) have shown variation in intestinal sugar uptake that is related to different energy management.
strategies employed by specific hummingbird species (as well as other nectarivores). Thus, it is possible that the relatively smaller ruby-throated hummingbird used in this study (∼20% smaller than Anna’s and Costa’s hummingbirds), along with the slightly higher sugar concentration provided, resulted in a slightly extended duration of elevated blood glucose concentration.

The relatively rapid depletion of circulating fructose compared with circulating glucose in ruby-throated hummingbirds is noteworthy. While hummingbirds are capable of directly metabolising fructose alone to power hovering flight (Chen and Welch, 2014), it may be that fructose is utilised first in order to reserve glucose for specific metabolic needs when both are present. Organs such as the brain are exceptionally demanding of glucose in Gallus gallus chicks (Tokushima et al., 2005), and probably in other birds as well. This demand may be exacerbated in hummingbirds as their brain size is 2.5 times larger (relative to body mass) compared with that of galliform birds (Rehkämper et al., 1991). Lipogenic pathways of the hummingbird liver also show a preference for glucose over fructose (Dick et al., 2019). Finally, hummingbird flight muscle myofibrils’ maximal capacity for monosaccharide phosphorylation is twice as high for glucose compared with fructose in tissue homogenates in vitro (Myrka and Welch, 2018). As the hummingbirds used in this study were perched in small jars that limited their movement, it may be that the initial fructose utilisation is sufficient for the maintenance of perching metabolism while glucose is reserved for greater or more specific energetic demands. This suggests that glucose uptake capacity is initially downregulated in hummingbirds entering a fast while fructose uptake capacity is unchanged. Alternatively, hummingbird blood fructose may undergo extensive and rapid conversion to glucose. As their muscles lack extensive glycogen stores (Suarez et al., 1990), processes such as gluconeogenesis from fructose in the liver or other tissues may underlie the maintenance of elevated blood glucose.

Control of glucose and fructose flux is well described in avian species. Despite the absence of the insulin–GLUT4 system in avian muscle cells (Dupont, 2009), chickens and English sparrows (Passer domesticus) have demonstrated coordinated expression of GLUT isoforms to control sugar transmembrane transport (Sweazea and Braun, 2006; Wagstaff and White, 1995). Hummingbird GLUT expression and regulation are, however, relatively understudied, especially as access to tissue is limited and sample sizes remain relatively small, including in this study. Here, using custom-

---

### Fig. 4. Relative protein abundance of GLUT3 in hummingbird flight muscle, heart and liver tissue. Data represent means±s.e.m. arbitrary units (a.u.) of intensity based on analyses of normalised immunoblots. *Ad libitum* fed and 1 h fasted hummingbird GLUT3 abundance was measured in (A) whole-tissue homogenates and (B) PM fraction samples. Asterisks indicate a significant difference (P<0.05) in GLUT3 between fed and fasted conditions within that tissue (summarised in Tables 1 and 2; Figs S1 and S2). Letters (a,b) over individual bars represent a significant difference (P<0.05) of GLUT3 abundance between the specified tissue under the treatment condition (summarised in Tables 3 and 4). Sample sizes are given in the bars for each tissue and treatment.

### Fig. 5. Relative protein abundance of GLUT5 in hummingbird flight muscle, heart and liver tissue. Data represent means±s.e.m. arbitrary units (a.u.) of intensity based on analyses of normalised immunoblots. *Ad libitum* fed and 1 h fasted hummingbird GLUT5 abundance was measured in (A) whole-tissue homogenates and (B) PM fraction samples. Differences in GLUT5 abundance between fed and fasted conditions within a given tissue are summarised in Tables 1 and 2 (see also Figs S1 and S2). Differences in GLUT5 abundance between tissues within the treatment condition are summarised in Tables 3 and 4. Sample sizes are given in the bars for each tissue and treatment.
designed antibodies, we detected a strong immunoblot signal for the presence of GLUT2, 3 and 5 protein in hummingbird flight muscle, heart and liver tissue in whole-tissue homogenates (Table 1). GLUT2 was observed as a doublet while GLUT3 was detected at a size slightly larger than predicted, both of which may be attributable to variations in glycosylation (Asano et al., 1992; Ohtsubo et al., 2013). GLUT1 protein was detected in hummingbird flight muscle and heart (Table S1). GLUT1 protein in liver whole-tissue homogenates of ruby-throated hummingbirds was only minimally visible (Table 1) and was, surprisingly, not detected in PM fractions (Table 2). This result is in contrast to previously reported detection of hepatic mRNA transcript for GLUT1 in both chickens (Byers et al., 2018) and hummingbirds (Welch et al., 2013). However, as GLUT1 is abundant in erythrocytes (Carruthers, 2009), it is possible that the previous mRNA detection, as well as our detection of some hepatic GLUT1 protein, may have resulted from red blood cell contamination. While the presence of transcript does not necessarily mean that the final protein form is being fully translated (Vogel and Marcotte, 2012), it is clear that hepatic GLUT1 is not translocated to the plasma membrane. Our findings are similar to others that have failed to detect GLUT1 in the avian liver (Byers et al., 2017; Carver et al., 2001), raising the possibility that the role of hepatic GLUT1 protein may be much more reduced among birds than previously appreciated.

In chickens, GLUT protein expression in the PM appears to be dependent on synthesis or degradation of protein (Yamada et al., 1983) rather than the translocation from cytosolic pools that is observed in mammalian cells (Guma et al., 1995). If the same were true in hummingbirds, GLUT abundance of the overall tissue should be tied to the abundance of GLUT protein in the PM. In this study, we noted that flight muscle whole-tissue homogenates showed the greatest response to fasting, in terms of relative GLUT abundance. We detected significantly lower GLUT1, GLUT2 and GLUT3 in flight muscle whole-tissue homogenates of fasted hummingbirds. While GLUTs only contribute to transmembrane transport of sugars when they are expressed in the PM, this reduction of glucose-specific GLUTs across the whole flight muscle tissue may underlie the reduced glucose uptake capacity. This may be especially important in hummingbird flight muscle as its metabolic demands overshadow that of other tissues during hovering (Suarez, 1992).

Heart tissue of fasted hummingbirds showed no differences in GLUT abundance compared with that of fed hummingbirds in both whole-tissue homogenate and PM fraction samples. This muted response to fasting was expected as cardiac metabolism relies predominantly on circulating triglycerides (Pascual and Coleman, 2016). This may be especially true of hummingbirds as they routinely switch to fatty acid metabolism during periods of fasting (Welch et al., 2018). Alternatively, it may also imply that the elevated blood glucose concentration in hummingbirds entering a fast provides sufficient substrate for cardiac metabolism, especially given hummingbirds used in this study were constrained to continuously perch during the fasting period. Finally, in both liver whole-tissue homogenates and PM fractions, only GLUT3 was significantly lower in fasted hummingbirds. Chickens have also been shown to decrease their hepatic rate of glucose metabolism when fasted (Goodrich, 1968). Considering that we did not detect GLUT1 protein in liver PM fractions, this reduction in GLUT3 abundance during a fast in the liver might have a large effect on glucose import capacity.

Regardless of the total GLUT abundance of a given tissue, the functional capacity for sugar import into an active cell is dependent on the density of active GLUTs expressed in the PM (Wasserman, 2009). In this study, we detected significantly less GLUT1 protein in the flight muscle PM fractions and GLUT3 protein in liver PM fractions of fasted hummingbirds. This study is the first to report differences in subcellular abundance of GLUT protein in fed and fasted hummingbirds. Our results suggest that within the first hour of a fast, hummingbirds maintain elevated blood glucose levels through the lowering of glucose-specific glucose transporter abundance in the PM of these tissues. In this case, reduced expression of two high-affinity glucose-specific GLUTs in the PM, GLUT1 (Km≈3–5 mmol l−1; Zhao and Keating, 2007) and GLUT3 (Km≈1.5 mmol l−1−1; Mueckler and Thorens, 2013), may substantially impact the import of glucose into flight muscle and liver tissues, respectively. As we observed concordant decreases in GLUT1 in flight muscle and GLUT3 in liver whole-tissue homogenates, our data suggest that hummingbirds, much like chickens, regulate PM GLUT expression via the synthesis or degradation of protein, rather than its translocation alone. Recently, a study measuring levels of chicken GLUT1 mRNA also noticed a decrease in transcript following fasting (Coudert et al., 2018). We further observed that the fructose-transporting GLUT2 (Fig. 3B) and GLUT5 (Fig. 5B) did not change in PM abundance in any tissues tested following the 1 h fast (Table 2). GLUT5 abundance did not change in whole-tissue homogenates either for any tissues. This suggests that GLUT5 and GLUT2 remain constitutively expressed in the PM of hummingbirds entering a fast. As expression of PM GLUTs allows for rapid sugar input (Wasserman, 2009), and as the highest affinity for fructose is exhibited by GLUT5 (Km≈11–12 mmol l−1−1; Douard and Ferraris, 2008), this constitutive PM GLUT expression may underlie the observed reduced blood fructose concentration in fasted hummingbirds.

In conclusion, we detected GLUT1, GLUT2, GLUT3 and GLUT5 in all tissues, with the exception of GLUT1 in the liver PM. Flight muscle was observed to respond most dynamically to a 1 h fast, followed by the liver, and finally the heart. We observed a decrease in the abundance of glucose-specific GLUT1 in flight muscle and GLUT3 in the liver in both whole-tissue homogenates and PM fractions. This may lead to reduced glucose import capacity and thus maintenance of elevated blood glucose concentrations in hummingbirds entering a fast. In addition, we observed the constitutive expression of fructose-transporting PM GLUT2 and PM GLUT5 in all tissues, which should permit continued fructose uptake into these tissues during initial stages of fasting, leading to near-depletion of the circulating pool of fructose. We further observed that the changes in GLUT protein expression occur both intracellularly and in the PM – no decrease of GLUT protein in the PM occurred without a concordant decrease in whole-tissue homogenates. These results suggest that hummingbirds, similar to other birds, may rely on mechanisms of GLUT synthesis and degradation, rather than translocation alone, to regulate extreme fluxes in circulating glucose and fructose concentrations.
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